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The 3-D structure of the high-speed liquid droplet-vapor two-phase pipe flow characteristics and LDI erosion behavior in a power plant is numerically predicted by integrated parallel CFD analysis. Governing equations of
two-phase flow taking into account the condensed liquid-droplet generation, vapor-liquid phase change in conjunction with the coupled Euler-Lagrange dispersed two-fluid model were developed. Furthermore, data on such factors
as the droplet impingement pressure, droplet diameter, and pipe thinning rate (erosion rate) by LDI which are difficult
to confirm by experiment, were acquired.
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I. Introduction1
Liquid droplet impingement (LDI) erosion is closely related to the pipe wall thinning by aged deterioration in actual
work of the nuclear power plant.1)
In the present study, 3-D structure of the high-speed liquid droplet-vapor two-phase pipe flow characteristics and
LDI erosion behavior in a power plant is numerically predicted by integrated parallel CFD analysis. The most
important point in this study is that the liquid-droplet generation by condensation from steam vapor-phase is precisely
taken into account, and the growth of the droplet diameter
accompanying with the surrounding high speed vapor flow is
successfully computed by phase change model.
Governing equations of two-phase flow taking into account the vapor-liquid phase change in conjunction with the
coupled Euler-Lagrange dispersed two-fluid model were
developed. Furthermore, data on such factors as the droplet
impingement pressure, droplet diameter, and pipe thinning
rate by LDI which are difficult to confirm by experiment,
were acquired.
According to the present analysis, the numerically obtained data of the droplet impingement pressure, and pipe
wall thinning rate by LDI were found to be controlled by the
generation and motion of micro liquid-droplets. The micro
liquid-droplets are generated coincident with the vapor-phase condensation due to the transport of latent heat of
vaporization. These vapor-liquid droplet phase change is
mainly caused by the rapid expansion of high-speed vapor-phase flow through the orifice.
The complex pipeline geometry and high-speed thermal
two-phase flow characteristics of the nuclear power plant

II. Governing Equations
Governing equations of two-phase flow taking into account the vapor-liquid phase change in conjunction with the
coupled Euler-Lagrange dispersed two-fluid model were
derived as follow.
1. Equations of Continuum Phase (Vapor Phase)
Mass conservation equation:

ρ
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t
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Momentum equation:
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Energy equation:
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Equation of state:

ρ = ρ  P,T 
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was virtually reproduced on the super computer by using this
computational system, and it would be possible to predict the
pipeline trouble related with LDI in advance. This computational system can substantially decrease the time cost and
human cost which is required for reactor maintenance inspection, and also the system can realize quite safety
pipeline risk management in the nuclear power generation.

(4)
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where the source terms in Eqs. (1)–(3) include the effect of
mass, momentum and energy transfer between droplet-phase
and surrounding vapor phase. The constitutive equations of
source term are derived as following equation:
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where m p is the droplet-phase mass generation density,

U p is the droplet-phase velocity.
dσ 
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where the terms of r.h.s is the enthalpy, surface enthalpy and
momentum energy.
2. Turbulence Model
The k   model is employed to formulate the
two-phase turbulence equations.2)

ρk
+    ρUk       μ + σ k μt  k  = Pk  β* ρkω (7)
t
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t
(8)
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ω
3. Equations for Dispersed Phase (Droplet Phase)
Momentum equation:
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where r * is the Kelvin-Helmholtz critical nucleate radius,
K b is Boltzmann's constant, J is the nuclei generation
rate of liquid droplets, qc is the condensation coefficient,
and qc  1 is applied.  is the nonisothermal correction
factor,3) m is the mass of a single molecule of mercury, 
is the surface tension, R is the gas constant, Ts is the
saturation temperature.
By introducing the formulation of the growth process for
condensed droplets, we assume that the growth rate of a
droplet is controlled by the rate at which the enthalpy of
condensation can be conducted away from the droplets to the
bulk liquid.4)
Under that assumption, the equation of the growth process
for a condensed droplet is derived as following equations.5,6)

kv ΔT 1  r* / r 
r
=
t ρl hvl  r +1.89 1  ν  λv / Prv 
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Discrete Droplet Model; DDM and TAB model7) used in
KIVA-II are applied to consider the breakup and deformation of droplet.8) The unsteady change of droplet radius is
calculated by Eq. (16) in consideration with the vaporization
and condensation rate caused by energy exchange of different phase.
4. Evaluation of LDI Erosion Rate
The erosion rate is evaluated as following equation.9)

(9)
(10)

(11)

E = Km m p f  Vpn

(19)

where E is the erosion rate (kg/s), m p the particle flux
(kg/s), Km the material constant (m/s),  the droplet impact angle, f   the function of impact angle, V p the
particle impact velocity and superscript n the velocity exponent, normally between 2.5 and 3.0.

III. Numerical Procedures

To evaluate the initially nucleated condensed droplet radius, the classical nucleation theory for water droplets from
subcooled vapor to the bulk liquid is employed.
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1. Computational Domain and Numerical Conditions
Figure 1 depicts the major computational system expected in the present calculation. The computation has been
performed in the two-types of orifice mesh (“edge-type A”
and “tapered type B”). The computational geometry is referenced as same shape as actual pipe system of nuclear power
plant in Japan.
For initial numerical conditions, a constant velocity and
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Fig. 2

Droplet insertion model for control volume

tion in two-phase steam flow.5,6)

(a) Elbow model for analysis

(Edge-type)

(Tapered-type)

(b) Used two types of orifice shape
Fig. 1

Computational system employed

temperature profiles are applied to the inlet section and a
constant pressure condition is applied to the outlet section.
The nonslip condition for prescribed velocity is applied to
the wall of inflow section and orifice throat section. A
free-slip condition for the prescribed velocity is applied to
the surrounding wall outlet domain of the nozzle throat.
To find the available numerical condition to activate the
condensed droplet formation, the four outlet pressure conditions of 24.7 kPa, 54.7 kPa, 89.7 kPa and 100 kPa are
applied to perform the parallel super computation. In the
initial numerical condition, the saturated vapor condition is
applied to whole internal region of pipe, inlet velocity
U in  1.8 m/s is applied to the inlet of pipe. To evaluate the
erosion rate in the present nuclear plant, the pressure
pout  100 kPa is applied to the outlet of pipe.
To compute the present system, we developed an original
CFD solver, named ``phaseChangeParcelFoam,'' using the
OpenFOAM finite volume CFD open source code10) based
on the extended form of dieselFoam and twoPhaseEulerFoam. The CFD code validation has been conducted by
comparison regarding with the previous study of condensa-

2. Droplet Insertion Method to Calculation Cell
As shown in Fig. 2, the computational cell unit which is
surrounded in the green point is control volume. When as for
degree of subcooling of this cell volume approaching to critical value, (liquid drop formation rate of J  1015 ), one
parcel group (red point which locates at grid central) is in15
serted in the center of control volume. J  10 is the
threshold of nucleation rate evaluated by obtained subcooling rate just downstream of orifice throat section in reference
to Bakhtar's analysis.11)
In order to compute precisely, we applied the method of
inserting some parcel groups in the control volume. For example, it inserts eight particle groups (indicating with the
blue point) in eight octant centers in the control volume.
The number of droplet particle which is included in one
parcel group is defined as follows:

np =

Np
np

=

JVCV
np

(20)

where n p is the number of droplet in the parcel group, N p
is the total number of droplet inserting to the control volume,
n p is the number of parcel group, J is the droplet generation rate, VCV is the volume of control volume.

IV. Results and Discussion
To investigate the micron size liquid droplet formation
precisely, the vapor subcooling is numerically calculated.
Figure 3 shows the magnitude of subcooling in the condition of the outlet pressure p  100 kPa of tapered type
orifice. As shown in Fig. 3, the steam flow into from the
entrance, to be compressed and accelerated at the orifice,
then it expands in the exit portion of orifice. With this
process, pressure and temperature of the steam is rapidly
decreasing. Because the water which is used at the nuclear
power plant is quite high purity, there are few condensation
nucleus in that state of the steam, micro-droplet condensation cannot immediately occur even with when it exceeds the
saturation condition. Thus, the steam has a possibility of
becoming subcooling state, namely the state is subcooling
of T  0 . When degree of subcooling becomes large, also
liquid drop formation rate J of the subcooled steam becomes
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Particle diameter profiles in the elbow pipe

(Overall profile of tapered type orifice to bent section)

(a) Numerical result

(Close-up view of throat section of tapered type orifice)
Fig. 3 Magnitude of subcooling in the condition of the outlet
pressure p  100 kPa of tapered type orifice

large. By using critical liquid droplet nucleation rate, the
possibility of the liquid droplet generation in the subcooled
steam is considered.
When the steam condenses, many condensation nucleus
are formed, then they become to micro-liquid droplets. Simultaneously, because the degree of subcooling is T  0 ,
the formed the micro-liquid droplets are enhanced to grow
up. Just downstream of orifice exit portion, T approaches
to maximum 35.83 K, it is especially found that the high
degree of subcooling region is formed around the pipe central axis of the orifice. By trying computation under several
numerical conditions, it is ascertained that the condensation
VOL. 2, OCTOBER 2011

(b) Actual image of LDI erosion phenomena
Fig. 5 Numerical result of LDI erosion rate and actual image of
LDI erosion phenomena.
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Table 1 Effect of orifice shape type on droplet particle impact
angle and the droplet maximum impact velocity

Impact angle 

Maximum impact
velocity ud max

Edge-type

72.83 deg.

511.16 m/s

Tapered-type

78.68 deg.

445.38 m/s

of vapor occurs in the condition of the outlet pressure above
the 100 kPa. Thus the following numerical results are conducted in the condition of 100 kPa outlet pressure.
Figure 4 shows the particle diameter profiles in the elbow
pipe. It is clarified that the diameter size of 1.0 to 2.0 mm
liquid droplet particles mainly impact to the bent portion of
the pipe. Because of the high speed droplet motion
( U max  482 m/s ), Weber number exhibits large value of
We  3.2  106 . The initial nucleation radius of droplet has
the small value, however, the droplet radius grows up passing through the orifice throat caused by the rapid
condensation with adiabatic expansion of vapor phase.
It can be estimated that those size order of droplet particles becomes the principal factor which causes the LDI
erosion.
Table 1 shows the droplet particle impact angle  and
the droplet maximum impact velocity ud max of normal
component at the elbow bent portion in edge-type and tapered-type orifice, respectively. In the condition of
tapered-type orifice, it is found that the droplets impact at
upstream than edge-type, and the value of ud max is smaller
than edge-type’s case. As a result, it can estimate that the
LDI erosion is controlled to decrease in the case of tapered-type orifice above 100 kPa of outlet pressure
condition.
Figure 5 shows the numerical result of LDI erosion rate E
and actual image of LDI erosion phenomena. The magnitude
of erosion rate extensively increases around the elbow central of bent portion. The large size particle (about 2.0 mm)
causes the LDI erosion by high-speed impact pressure of its
inertia force. The erosion is also caused by the rebounded
liquid-droplets flow around the bent section.
Furthermore, erosion rate increases just downstream region of the orifice throat. It is considered that the erosion is
caused by the liquid-droplets impinging which follow to the
counterflow of the steam flow downstream the orifice.
The photograph in Fig. 5(b) shows actual LDI erosion
which it occurs in the elbow bent portion which is used at
the nuclear power plant. By comparing the actual phenomenon with numerical result, it is found that the aspect of LDI
erosion reasonably agree with both the numerical results and
the actual fact.
Therefore, the developed numerical code can be possible
to predict the location of erosion occurrence and erosion rate
qualitatively. These results confirm the validity of the CFD
analysis employed in this study and that CFD can be applied
to design safety optimization of a total piping system of
nuclear power plants.

V. Conclusion
1. To investigate the micron size liquid droplet formation
precisely, the vapor subcooling is numerically calculated.
It is ascertained that the condensation of vapor occurs in
the condition of the outlet pressure above the 100 kPa
condition.
2. It is clarified that the diameter size of 1.0 to 2.0 mm liquid droplet particles mainly impact to the bent portion of
the pipe. It can be estimated that those size order of
droplet particles becomes the principal factor which
causes the LDI erosion.
3. It can estimate that the LDI erosion is controlled to decrease in the case of tapered-type orifice above 100 kPa
of outlet pressure condition.
4. By comparing the actual phenomenon in nuclear power
plant with numerical result, it is found that the aspect of
LDI erosion reasonably agree with both the numerical
results and the experimental results. Therefore, the developed numerical code can be possible to predict the
location of erosion occurrence and erosion rate qualitatively.
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